AEM Conflict Minerals Training

Why AEM’s Conflict Minerals Training?
- Suppliers can take one training and communicate participation to multiple OEMs
- Content reviewed by CFSI and industry leaders
- Includes practical tools for data analysis
- Participants can practice filling out the CMRT
- AEM MAP easily passes training through supply chain
- Training traced through AEM MAP

Topics Include:
- Conflict Minerals Background
- Supply Chain Transparency
- Reporting and Non-reporting Companies
- Conflict Minerals Reporting Template
- Due Diligence Process

CMRT Question 1:
"Is the conflict metal intentionally added to your product?"

Thinking of products that you might sell, do they contain tin, tantalum, tungsten, and gold (including compounds/alloys)? Make your selection below:

- Yes
- No

Dialogue boxes guide participants through correctly answering the CMRT questions

Click and reveal map pinpoints conflict mineral geographies

Complexity of supply chain illustrated

Thinking of products that you might sell, do they contain tin, tantalum, tungsten, and gold (including compounds/alloys)? Make your selection below:

- Yes
- No
What is AEM MAP?

- AEM MAP (Market Access Pathway) is our custom learning management system that houses our compliance training programs.
- Traces completion of both internal and external training.
- Allows companies to easily invite suppliers.
- Enables companies to pass consistent training through supply chain.
- Conceals company identities beyond tier one.
- Allows training completion visibility through supply chain.

For more information:
Contact Lydia Riesch
lriebch@aem.org
414-298-4102

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

What does it mean to do the required “due diligence” effort on identifying the source of our conflict minerals?

“I only stock standard items, so I have no reporting responsibility to my customers…”

Select from the following:

True
False

Identifying common misconceptions

AEM MAP allows training completion visibility through your supply chain.